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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a liquid crystal

element, having stable alignment and high contrast, and

to obtain a liquid crystal device equipped with this

element.

SOLUTION: A chiral smectic liquid crystal 85 having

such characteristics is held between a pair of substrates

81a, 81b. The substrates 81a, 81b are subjected to

uniaxial alignment treatment to give an alignment state

which forms a stripe texture in the liquid crystal 85. The :;||:;
:

;

liquid crystal 85 shows a monostable first state with the

average molecular axis of the director of the liquid crystal

molecules is present only in.one direction, when no

voltagejs.applied. When the voltage of one polarity is

applied, the average molecular axis of the liquid crystal

8E-,

is tilted to ojie side from the monostable position at an angle according to the intensity of the

apg!|ed_yoltage, and the liquid crystal displays an image with the.first brightness. When the

voltage in the polarity pj^osjte .tCLth&first polarity js_applied, the average, molecular axis of the

liquid crystal maintains monostable position or is tilted from the monostable posjtion to the

oppo^ile_sjg^Jh^clavyhen the vol.tageJn the first polarity is apptied, and the liquid crystal
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displays the image with a second brightness lower than the first brightness.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the orieinal
precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the thing especially using chiral smectic liquid crystal
about liquid crystal equipment equipped with the liquid crystal device and this which are used for a flat-
panel display, a projection display, a printer, etc

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, in the pneumatic liquid crystal component, development
ot the liquid crystal device called active matrix which has arranged an active element like a thin film
transistor (TFT) to each pixel is performed.
[0003] And they are for example, em shut (M-Schadt) and the W. Helfrich (W-Helfrich) work Applied
as the mode of the nematic liquid crystal used for this active-matrix type of liquid crystal device now
The 18th volume of PhysicsLetters and the Twisted Nematic (Twisted Nematic) mode shown in 128
pages from the 127th page of the 4 No. (February 15, 1971 issue) are used widely.
[0004] Moreover, recently, the in plane switching (In-Plain Switching) mode in which the longitudinal
direction electrical potential difference was used is announced, and the improvement of the angle-of-
visibihty property which was the fault of a twisted nematic type LCD is made. In addition, there is
super-twisted-nematic (Super TwistedNematic) mode as an example of representation of the pneumatic
liquid crystal component which, in addition to this, does not use active elements, such as TFT mentioned
above.

[0005] By the way, in this way, the liquid crystal device using a pneumatic liquid crystal had the fault
that several ten or more mses of speed of responses of liquid crystal will- be applied in any case in the
mode although various modes existed. Then, the component (SSFLC/Surface Stabilized FLC) liquid
crystal indicates bistability nature to be is proposed by Clerks (Clark) and Lagerwall (Lagerwall) as
what improves the fault of the pneumatic liquid crystal component of such a conventional type (JP 56-
1 072 16,A, U.S. Pat. No. 4367924 specification).

[0006] Here, as liquid crystal in which this bistability nature is shown, the ferroelectric liquid crystal in
which a chiral smectic C phase is generally shown is used. And since an electrical potential difference
acts on the spont^njou^p^rization of a liquid crystal molecule in the case of electrical-potential-
difference impression and reversal switching of a molecule is made, this ferroelectric liquid crystal can
make the bistability condition which a very quick speed of response is obtained upwards, and has
memory nature discover. Furthermore, it is thought that it is suitable as the display device or light valve

°I.

ah!Sn
]

sPeed '
a hlgh definition, and a large area since this liquid crystal is excellent also in the anele-

ot-visibility property.

[0007] Moreover, recently, the antiferroelectricity liquid crystal which liquid crystal shows 3 stability
condition attracts attention. And like [ this antiferroelectricity liquid crystal ] a ferroelectric liquid
crystal, since reversal switching of a molecule is made according to the operation to the spontaneous
polarization of a liquid crystal molecule, a very quick speed of response is obtained. Furthermore, in
order that this liquid crystal ingredient may take the molecular arrangement structure where spontaneous
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PQkri?ation with a mutual liquid crystal molecule is mutually negated at the time of no electrical-

potential-difference impressing, in the condition of not impressing an electrical potential difference, it

has been the description that spontaneous polarization does not exist.

[0008] In addition, each of ferroelectric liquid crystals which perform reversal switching by such
spontaneous polarization, and antiferroelectricity liquid crystal is liquid crystal in which a chiral smectic
liquid crystal phase is shown. That is, in the semantics that the trouble about the speed of response
which the pneumatic liquid crystal was holding conventionally is solvable, implementation of the liquid
crystal device using a smectic liquid crystal is expected
[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, although the smectic liquid crystal which has
spontaneous pplarization_.on the display of the next generation, such as high-speed response engine
performance, etc. in this way was expected, it was difficult to realize a gradation display within 1 pixel
theoretically especially in the mode using an above-mentioned congruence stability condition or three
stable states.

[0010] In addition, as the mode in which gradation control is performed using the liquid crystal in which
a chiral smectic phase is shown, although "a short pitch type ferroelectric liquid crystal", a
"macromolecule stability mold ferroelectric liquid crystal", "non-threshold antiferroelectricity liquid
crystal", etc. are proposed, there is that [ no ] to which all have resulted in sufficient level for practical
use in recent years.

[001 1] Then, we have invented and proposed the component (henceforth a prior component) indicated
by the Japanese-Patent-Application-No. No. 177145 [ ten to ] list at Japanese Patent Application No.
No. 177146 [ ten to ]. He is trying for this prior component to make the average molecule location of the
liquid crystal at the time of no electric-field impressing make it monostable for example, from an
elevated-temperature side here in the location of the edge (or that inside) of a virtual cone paying
attention to the ingredient of a phase sequence in which an isotropic liquid phase (ISO.)-cholesteric
phase (Ch)-chiral smectic C.phase (SmC*) or an isotropic liquid phase (ISO.)-chiral smectic C phase
(SmC*) is show.

[0012] And the one direction was made to equalize the direction of a layer by impressing DC electrical

potential difference of one of positive/negative between the substrates of a pair, for example in the case
of I phase (ISO.)-SmC* phase transition in the case of Ch-SmC* phase transition etc., thereby, a high-
speed response and gradation control are possible, and the liquid crystal device of high brightness
excellent in the quality of an animation is realized with high mass-production nature.

[0013] However, the height of process-difficulty is held in controlling it to uniform orientation over the
whole panel surface, although a prior component has such an outstanding description, and the technique
for orientation stabilization is searched for.

[0014] Then, this invention is made in view of such the present condition, and aims at offering the liquid
crystal equipment with which orientation was equipped with the liquid crystal device of stable and high
contrast, and this.

[0015]

[Means for Solving the Problem] While this invention pinches chiral smectic liquid crystal and it has the
active component connected to the electrode and this electrode which impress an electrical potential
difference to this liquid crystal The substrate of a pair with which uniaxial orientation processing for
carrying out orientation of this liquid crystal to one [ at least ] opposed face was performed, In the liquid
crystal device which performs an analog gradation display when an active-matrix drive is carried out by
the drive circuit which is equipped with the polarizing plate arranged at one [ at least ] substrate side,
and drives said active component While said chiral smectic liquid crystal shows the first condition that
the average molecule shaft of liquid crystal part remaining cartridge REKUTA of this liquid crystal may
exist only in an one direction in the time of no electrical-potential-difference impressing and of having
been made.monostable At the time of the first polar electrical-potential-difference impression, carry out
the tilt of the average molecule shaft of this liquid crystal to one side from said location made
monostable at the include angle according to the magnitude of applied voltage, and an image is .
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expressed as theJlrsLbiightness. [ whether with said first polarity, the average molecule shaft of this
liquid crystal maintains this location made monostable at the time of the second polar electrical

-

potential-difference impression of reversed polarity, and ] Or when said first polar electrical potential
difference is impressed from this location made monostable, while carrying out a tilt and expressing an
image to a reverse side as the second.brjghtness.smaller than the first brightness, it is characterized by
being in the orientation condition in which the stripe texture was formed.
[0016] Moreover, this invention is characterized by said second brightness being smaller than one fifth
of said first brightness.

[0017] Moreover, this invention is characterized by the phase sequence of said liquid crystal being an
isotropic liquid phase-cholesteric phase-chiral smectic C phase or an isotropic liquid phase-chiral
smectic C phase from an elevated-temperature side.

[0018] Moreover, this invention is characterized by performing uniaxial orientation processing which
produces the orientation restraining force in which said liquid crystal forms said stripe texture.

[0019] Moreover, this invention is characterized by the gap with the uniaxial orientation processing
direction of said substrate and the average longitudinal direction of said stripe texture being 10 degrees
or less. ' -

[0020] Moreover, this invention is characterized by distribution of the direction of liquid crystal part
remaining cartridge REKUTA in the stripe texture at the time of no electrical-potential-difference
impressing

[ said ] being less than **10 degrees to the average molecule shaft orientations of the whole
component.

[0021] Moreover, this invention is characterized by the gap with the average longitudinal direction of
said stripe texture and the direction of a smectic layer normal being 5 degrees or more.
[0022] Moreover, this invention is characterized by the layer tilt angles of the ****** of the chiral
smectic C phase of said liquid crystal and the substrate norma!which were obtained by X diffraction
measurement to make being 1 0 degrees or more and less than 35 degrees.
[0023] Moreover, this invention is characterized by the X diffraction full width at halfmaximum
obtained by said X diffraction measurement being 3 degrees or more about said layer tilt angle.
[0024] Moreover, the spiral pitch in the bulk condition of said liquid crystal is characterized twice eel
thickness by the ******** by this invention.

[0025] Moreover, this invention is characterized by performing said gradation display by total of the
area oftwo or more minute fields which has the ellipse or the rectangle configuration where the
thresholds discovered when said first polar electrical potential difference is impressed to said liquid
crystal differ.

[0026] Moreover, this invention is characterized by making said first polar electrical potential difference
into the magnitude from which the smallest unit of said minute field is set to 10 micrometers or less of a
minor axis.

[0027] Moreover, this invention is liquid crystal equipment characterized by having the drive circuit
which drives a liquid crystal device given in any of claims 1-12 they are, and said active component.
[0028] Moreover, while the first condition that the average molecule shaft of liquid crystal part
remaining cartridge REKUTA of liquid crystal may exist only in an one direction in the time of no
electncal-potential-difference impressing and of having been made monostable is shown like this
invention At the time of the first polar electrical-potential-difference impression, carry out the tilt of the
average molecule shaft of liquid crystal to one side from the location made monostable at the include
angle according to the magnitude of applied voltage, and an image is expressed as the first brightness.

[ whether with the first polarity, the average molecule shaft of liquid crystal maintains the location made
monostable at the time of the second polar electrical-potential-difference impression of reversed
polarity, and ] Or the chiral smectic liquid crystal which carries out a tilt and displays an image on a
reverse side as the time of impressing the first polar electrical potential difference from the location
made monostable by the second brightness smaller than the first brightness is pinched with the substrate
of a pair. Furthermore, uniaxial orientation processing is performed so that this liquid crystal may be in
the orientation condition in which the stripe texture was formed.
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[0029]

mmn?
d
ii

ment °f the Inventioni Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained
[0030] Drawing 1 is the sectional view showing the structure of liquid crystal equipment equipped with
the liquid crystal device concerning the gestalt of operation of this invention, and it is the liquid crystal
device currently fastened between polarizing plate 87a of the pair, as for 70, liquid crystal equipment
crossed perpendicularly, and, as for 80, the pair and the polarization shaft crossed at right angles
mutually, and 87b in this drawing. And this liquid crystal device 80 is pinching the liquid crystal which
presents a chiral smectic phase between substrates which consist of ingredient with high transparency
such as glass [ of a pair ], and plastics, 81a, and 81b.
[0031] Here, the electrodes 82a and 82b which become these substrates 81a and 81b from ingredients
such as In 203 for impressing an electrical. ppieMaJJifference to liquid crystal 85, respectively andHO, are formed for example, in the shape of a stripe, and these cross mutually and form matrix
electrode structure (passive matrix). In addition, it is desirable to arrange a dot-like transparent electrode
in the shape of a matrix to a substrate so that while may mention later, to connect switching elements
such as TFT and MDV1 (Metal -Insulator-Metal), to each transparent electrode, to prepare the
counterelectrode of the whole surface top of the substrate of another side or a predetermined pattern and
to make it active-matrix structure.

[0032] moreover, Si02 which has the function of preventing these short-circuit if needed on this
electrode 82a and 8_2_b,Ji02, and Ta 205 etc. - the insulator layers 83a and 83b which consist of an
ingredient are formed, respectively, further, on insulator layer 83a and 83b, liquid crystal 85 is touched
and the orientation control film 84a and 84b which functions in order to control that orientation
condition is formed.

[0033 ]
Here uniaxial orientation processing is performed to at least one side of these orientation control

turn 84a and 84b. In addition, these orientation control film 84a and 84b consists of method vacuum
evaporationo film of slanting of the inorganic material which vapor-deposited oxides, such as a thing
which performed rubbing processing, or SiO, and a nitride from across at an angle of predetermined to
the substrate on the front face of the film which carried out solution coating of the organic materials
such as polyimide, polyimidoamide, a polyamide, and polyvinyl alcohol.
[0034] Furthermore, about these orientation control film 84a and 84b, the pre tilt angle (include angle
made to a film surface near the orientation control film interface of a liquid crystal molecule) of the
molecule of iquid crystal 85 is adjusted according to the conditions of selection of that ingredient and
processings (uniaxial orientation processing etc.) etc.

[0035] Moreover, when the orientation control film 84a and 84b is film with which uniaxial orientation
processing was made by each, it can set up so that it may cross parallel, anti-parallel, or in 45 degrees or
less according to the liquid crystal ingredient using the uniaxial orientation processing direction
(especially the direction of rubbing) of each film.

[0036] Moreover, Substrates 81a and 81b have countered through a spacer 86 This spacer 86

?nn^?l
the

?
Stan°e betWeen Substrates 81a and 81b (eel gap), and a silica bead etc. is used.

JUU37J Although the optimal range and a upper limit change with differences in a liquid crystal
ingredient here about the eel gap determined by this spacer 86, it is desirable to set it as the range of 0 3-
10 micrometers in order to make uniform uniaxial orientation nature and the orientation condition which
sets the same the shaft of the average direction of an orientation processing shaft as the average
molecule shaft of a liquto crystal molecule substantially mostly at the time of no electrical-potential-
ditterence impressing discover.

[0038] In addition, the adhesion particle which consists of resin ingredients, such as an epoxy resin etc
can also be distributed in order to raise the adhesive. property between substrate 81a and 81b in addition
to a spacer 86 and to raise the shock resistance of the liquid crystal 85 in which a chiral smectic phase isshown (not shown).

[0039] On the other hand by such liquid crystal device 80, liquid crystal 85 By adjusting the
presentation of the ingredient and setting up suitably the ingredient of processing of a liquid crystal
ingredient or the component configuration 84a and 84b, for example, orientation control film,
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processing conditions, etc. further, in the time of no electrical-potential-difference impressing The
orientation condition that the average molecule shaft (liquid crystal molecule) of liquid crystal is made
monostable is shown. Whenever [ on the basis of the location where an average molecule shaft is made
monostable according to the magnitude of applied voltage at the time of one polar (the first polarity)
electncal-potential-difference impression in the time of a drive / tilt angle

] changes continuously At the
time of polar (the second polarity) electrical-potential-difference impression of another side, the average
molecule shaft of liquid crystal shows a property which maintains the location made monostable or
carries out a tilt at the include angle according to the magnitude of applied voltage.
[0040] In addition, in the gestalt of this operation, liquid crystal 85 shows the property that the direction
ot whenever

[ by the first polar electrical-potential-difference impression / maximum tilt angle
]becomes larger than whenever

[ by the second polar electrical-potential-difference impression /
maximum tilt angle ].

[0041] By the way, in the liquid crystal equipment 70 concerning the gestalt of this operation, the
property that prepare the drive circuit which supplies a gradation signal to the liquid crystal device 80
shown m drawing 1, ,

and change of whenever [ from the monostable location of the average molecule
shatt ot liquid crystal / continuous tilt angle ] and the outgoing radiation quantity of light from a liquid
crystal device 80 change with impression of an electrical potential difference which was mentioned
already continuously is used, and it constitutes so that a gradation display may be performed
l
.,
42
J_
F
T
or example, the analog gradation display is enabled using the active-matrix substrate equipped

with 1FT which was mentioned already as one substrate of a liquid crystal device 80 by performing the
active-matrix drive by amplitude modulation in a drive circuit.

drawing
1

'
gradati°n disPlay usin8 such a active-matrix substrate is explained using drawing 2 and

[0044] As dcawjng_2 is drawing having shown typically the configuration of one substrate (active-matrix
substrate) of a liquid crystal device 80 and it is shown in this drawing The horizontal gate lines Gl, G2,
--, Cj5 which are equivalent to the scanning line connected with the scan signal driver 9 1 which is a
driving means in the panel section 90 equivalent to a liquid crystal device, It is prepared so that it may
intersect perpendicularly, where the source lines SI, S2, ~,_S5 of the vertical direction equivalent to the
information signal line connected with the information signal driver 92 which is a driving means are
insulated mutually.

^4
T
5

,

]

o
F

,

UI

!
herm0re

'.

th6Se gat6S lineS G5 the s°urce line SJ__S2 -, the thin film transistor

a I •

1S equivalent t0 a switching element corresponding to the pixel of S5 each intersection
and the pixel electrode 95 are formed (this drawing shows only a 5x5-pixel field for simplification) In
addition, an MEVI component besides TFT can also be used as a switching element
[0046] Moreover, the gate lines Gl, G2, -, G5 are connected to the gate electrode (not shown) of
1* 1 94, the source lines S 1, S2, --, S5 are connected to the source electrode (not shown) of TFT94, and
the pixel electrode 1 5 is connected to the drain electrode (not shown) of TFT94
[0047] And while scan selection of the gate lines Gl, G2, -, G5 is made by the scan signal driver 91 for
example, line sequential and gate voltage is supplied in the substrate of such a configuration
Synchronizing with scan selection of these gate lines Gl, G2, -, G5, from the information signal driver
^2, the information sij|nal_electrical potential difference according to the information written in each
mxeUs supplied to the source lines SI, S2, ~ S5, and is impressed to each pixel electrode 15 through

[0048] It is drawing showing an example of the cross-section structure of each pixel part (1 bit) in a
panel configuration as shows drawing 3 to drawing 2 on the other hand, and between the active-matrix
substrate 20 equipped with TFT94 and the pixel electrode 95, and the opposite substrate 40 equipped
with the common electrode 32, the liquid crystal layer 49 which has spontaneousjolarization is pinched
and the liquid crystal capacity (Clc) 31 consists of structures shown in this drawing" In^dlition^n this

'

active-matrix substrate 20, the amorphous silicon TFT is used as TFT94.
[0049] This TFT94 is formed here on the substrate 21 which consists of glass etc. The a-Si layer 24 is
tormed through the insulator layer (gate dielectric film) 23 which consists of ingredients, such as silicon
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nitride (SiNx), on the gate electrode 22 linked to the gate lines Gl, G2, --, G5 shown in drawing 2 . On
this a-Si layer 24, through the n+a-Si layers 25 and 26, the source electrode 27 and the drain electrode
28 estrange mutually, and are prepared, respectively.

[0050] In addition, it connected with the source lines SI, S2, ~ S5 shown in drawing 2 , and the source
electrode 27 has connected the drain electrode 28 to the pixel electrode 95 which consists of
transparence electric conduction film, such as ITO film. Moreover, the channel protective coat 29 has
covered the a-Si layer 24 top in TFT94. Furthermore, in the period when scan selection of the
corresponding gate line was made, a gate pulse will be impressed to the gate electrode 22, and this
TFT94 will be in an ON state.

[0051] Retention volume (CS) 32 is formed in the forms of the liquid crystal layer 49 and juxtaposition
according to the structure which, on the other hand, pinched the insulator layer 23 (the insulator layer on
the gate electrode 22, and film prepared for the continuation target) in the active-matrix substrate 20
with the pixel electrode 95 and the retention volume electrode 30 prepared in the glass substrate 21 side.
In addition, since a numerical aperture falls when that area is large, this retention volume electrode 30 is

formed with transparence electric conduction film, such as ITO film.

[0052] Moreover, on TFT94 of the active-matrix substrate 20, and the pixel electrode 95, orientation
film 43a to which uniaxial orientation processing of rubbing processing etc. for controlling the
orientation condition of liquid crystal 49 was performed is prepared, and the laminating of the common
electrode 42 and the orientation film 43b is carried out by the same thickness as the whole surface on the
glass substrate 41 of the opposite substrate 40. In addition, in a panel configuration as shown in drawing
2 and drawing 3

, the substrate equipped with polycrystal Si(p-Si) TFT can be used as a active-matrix
substrate 20.

[0053] Next, the active-matrix drive which used the property in the liquid crystal device of the above-
mentioned structure with reference to drawing 4 and drawing 5 is described. In addition, drawing 4
shows the equal circuit of the pixel part of the panel shown in drawing 3 . Moreover, drawing 5 is

drawing showing the_applied_yoltage and the optical response which drive a liquid crystal device.
[0054] By the way, he divides the period (one frame) for displaying the information set, for example to 1

pixel into two or more fields (for example, IF and 2F which are shown in drawing 5 ), and is trying to
obtain the outgoing radjationjjuajitity of liglu according to predetermined information on the average in
the these 2 field in the active-matrix drive in the gestalt of this operation. .

[0055] The example divided into the 2 fields in case the liquid crystal layer 49 is transmitted light
reinforcement sufficient by one polar electrical-potential-difference impression and the property which
is 1/5 or less in the gestalt of transmitted light reinforcement smaller than it and this operation in
reversed polarity is shown hereafter is explained.

[0056] Here, when drawing 5 (a) pays its attention to 1 pixel, it shows the electrical potential difference
•impressed to 1 gate line used as the scanning line which **** to the pixel concerned. And in the liquid
crystal device ofthe above-mentioned structure, as mentioned already, the gate lines Gl, G2, --, G5 will
be chosen for example, by line sequential for every field, in a selection period Ton, the predetermined
gate voltage Vg will be impressed to 1 gate line, an electrical potential difference Vg will join the gate
electrode 22, and TFT94 will be in an ON state.

[0057] In addition, an electrical potential difference does not join the gate electrode 22 at the non-
selection period Toff equivalent to the period when other gate lines are chosen, but TFT 12 will be in a
high resistance condition (OFF state), the same predetermined gate line is chosen for every Toff by this,

and gate voltage Vg is impressed to the gate electrode 22.

[0058] Drawing 5 (b) shows the electrical potential difference Vs impressed to the information signal
line (source line) of the pixel concerned. And as drawing 5 (a) shows, when gate voltage is impressed to
the gate electrode 22 in a selection period Ton in each field, the predetermined source electrical potential
difference (information signal electrical potential difference) Vs (let a reference potential be the
potential Vc of tjhecojnmpn electrode 42) is impressed to the source electrode 27 from the source lines
SI, S2, --, S5 used as the information line which connects with the pixel concerned synchronizing with
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[0059] Here, in the first field (IF) which constitutes one frame, the source electrical potential difference
(information signal electrical potential difference) of the straight polarity of the level Vx according to
the optical condition or display information (transmission) which it is going to acquire by the pixel
concerned based on the electrical -potential-difference-transmission property according to the
information written in the pixel concerned, for example, the liquid crystal to be used, is impressed.
[0060] Since TFT94 is an ON state at this time, the electrical potential difference Vx impressed to the
above-mentioned source electrode 27 is impressed to the pixel electrode 95 through the drain electrode
28, charge is made by the liquid crystal capacity (Clc) 31 and retention volume (Cs) 32, and the
potential of a pixel electrode becomes the [nformatipn signal electrical potential difference Vx.
[0061] Then, since the gate line by which the pixef concerned belongs sets non-selection period Toff and
TFT94 serves as high resistance (OFF state), to this non-selection period, the condition that the charge
charged in the selection period Ton was accumulated in a liquid crystal cell (liquid crystal capacity Clc)
3

1
and retention volume (Cs) 32 is maintained, and an electrical potential difference Vx is held, the

liquid crystal layer [ in / by this / the pixel concerned ] 49 - the 1st - an electrical potential difference
Vx is impressed through the period of field IF, and the optical condition (the amount of transmitted
lights) according to this electrical-potential-difference value is acquired in the liquid crystal part which
is the pixel concerned.

[0062] On the other hand, at this time, when the speed of response of liquid crystal is slower than a gate
"on" period, charge is completed to a liquid crystal cell (liquid crystal capacity Clc) 3 1 and retention
volume (Cs) 32, and switching is started at the non-selection period when the gate was turned off. And
in such a case, the charge charged by reversal of spontaneous polarization is offset and the value Vx'
with the electrical-potential-difference value Vpix smaller than Vx impressed to the liquid crystal layer
49 like drawing_5 (c) is taken.

[0063] Next, in the selection period Ton of the second field (2F), the source electrical potential
difference (- Vx) which a polarity is reverse and has the same electrical-potential-difference value Vx
substantially is impressed to the source electrode 27 in the first field IF. At this time, TFT94 is an ON
state and it is an electrical potential difference to the pixel electrode 95. - Vx is impressed, charge is

made by the liquid crystal capacity (Clc) 3 1 and retention volume (Cs) 32, and the potential of a pixel
electrode is an information signal electrical potential difference. - It is set to Vx.
[0064] Then, the condition that the charge charged in the selection period Ton was accumulated in this
non-selection period with a liquid crystal cell (liquid crystal capacity Clc) 3 1 and retention volume (Cs)
32 since TFT94 served as high resistance (OFF state) in the non-selection period Toff is maintained, and
it is an electrical potential difference. - Vx is held.

[0065] And it lets the 2nd field 2F period pass in the liquid crystal layer 49 in the pixel concerned, and is

an electrical potential difference. - Vx is impressed and the optical condition (outgoing radiation
quantity of light) according to this electrical -potential-difference value is acquired in the pixel
concerned. Also at this time, similarly, when the speed of response of liquid crystal is slower than a gate
"on" period, charge is completed to a liquid crystal cell (liquid crystal capacity Clc) 3 1 and retention
volume (Cs) 32, and switching is started at the non-selection period when the gate was turned off.

[0066] In such a case, the electrical-potential-difference value Vpix which the charge charged by
reversal of spontaneous polarization is offset and is impressed to the liquid crystal layer 49 like drawing
5 (c) is smaller than -Vx. - The value VX' is taken. »

[0067] on the other hand, it is shown in (d) - as - the first - in field IF, the gradation display condition
(outgoing radiation quantity of light) according to Vx obtains - having - the second - in field 2F,
although the gradation display condition according to -Vx' is acquired, only change of the amount'of
transmitted lights is obtained only in fact, but the amount of transmitted lights is small and serves as Ty
near 0 level froni Tx.

[0068] by the way, in such a active-matrix drive When the liquid crystal in which a chiral smectic phase
is shown is used, while the gradation display based on good high-speed responsibility is attained, by 1

pixel the first which obtains the high amount of transmitted lights for the gradation display of a certain
level - the second which obtains field IF and the low amount of transmitted lights » in order to divide
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into field 2F and to carry out continuously, a time amount numerical aperture becomes 50% or less, and
the animation high-speed response characteristic which human being's eyes sense also becomes good,
moreover, the second - since the amount of transmitted lights is not completely set to 0 by the switching
operation of the some of a liquid crystal molecule in field 2F, the brightness sensed for the eyes of
human being in the whole frame period is secured.

[0069] An image is formed from field 2F. thus, the first of high brightness (the first brightness) - field
IF and the second of low brightness (the second brightness) - It is displaying the image of the same
contents substantially, although brightness' differs in both [ these ] the fields IF and 2F, respectively.
Human being can get the dynamic image sensed as a high speed, and animation display which does not
spoil the brightness of a display device greatly by setup of 0 or the field of low brightness can be
realized.

[0070] Furthermore, since the electrical potential difference of the same level inverts in the first and the
second field IF and 2F and it is impressed by the liquid crystal layer 49, the electrical potential
difference actually impressed to the liquid crystal layer 49 is alternating-current-ized, and degradation of
liquid crystal is prevented.

[0071] furthermore, in the above-mentioned active-matrix drive Since the amount of transmitted lights
which averaged Tx and Ty in one frame in the whole which consists of the 2 fields is obtained, about the
information signal electrical potential difference Vs If only predetermined level chooses the electrical-

potential-difference value which can obtain the big amount of transmitted lights and it is made to
actually impress it according to the image information (gradation information) which it is going to
obtain by the pixel concerned with the frame concerned In first field IF, the gradation condition in the
amount of level transmitted lights higher than a desired gradation condition can also be displayed.

[0072] In addition, the gradation display by this active-matrix drive It has the substrates 81a and 81b of
translucency as shown in drawingl , and the polarizing plates 87a and 87b of a pair. The light by which
incidence was carried out from one substrate side with the non-illustrated back light is modulated. The
reflective mold liquid crystal device which prepared the polarizing plate in one [ not only the
transparency mold liquid crystal device of the type which carries out outgoing radiation to the other side
but / at least

] substrate, That is, using a reflexible ingredient as a member which forms a reflecting plate
in the either side of the substrates 81a and 81b, or is prepared in one substrate itself or substrate, incident
light and the reflected light can be modulated and it can apply also to the component of the type which
carries out outgoing radiation of the light to the same side as an incidence side. Moreover, it is

applicable also to the electrochromatic display component which prepared the color filter ofR^G, and B
in one side of Substrates.8 1 a and 8 1 b at least.

[0073] By the way, in order to realize most suitably a display by the first brightness and second
brightness, he is trying to use chiral smectic liquid crystal which presents a monostable condition at the
time of no electrical -potential-difference impressing [ which was mentioned above ] in the liquid crystal

device of this invention.

[0074] Here, as for this liquid crystal ingredient, a phase transition sequence shows an isotropic liquid
phase (ISO.)-cholesteric phase (Ch)-chiral smectic C phase (SmC*) or an isotropic liquid phase (ISO.)-
chiral smectic C phase (SmC*). To between the substrates of a pair by moreover, the thing for which DC
electrical potential difference of one of positive/negative is impressed in the case of the transition to a
SmC* phase Arrange only in one direction of a layer between the two directions of a layer, namely, it is

made for the gap direction of an an average of 1 shaft orientation processing shaft and the direction of a
smectic layer normal to become fixed. The virtual cone edge (or the inside) was made to stabilize the
average molecule location of the liquid crystal at the time of no electrical -potential-difference
impressing, and the orientation condition of a SmC* phase of having vanished the memory nature has
been acquired.

[0075] Moreover, in the liquid crystal device using such liquid crystal, although more various
approaches as orientation processing for acquiring a uniform orientation condition all over a panel than
before are examined, the approach of being able to cover especially a large area and being able to make
cany out orientation to one shaft, and cairying out rubbing processing of the front face ofthe film which
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earned out solution coating of the organic materials, such as polyimide, polyamidoimide, a polyamide,
and polyvinyl alcohol, since a manufacture process process is also simple is taken.
[0076] In addition, in case uniaxial orientation nature is given by generally carrying out rubbing
processing of the front face of these organic film, it is thought that such optically uniaxial [ good ] that
the orientation restraining force determined with own structure or nibbing reinforcement of orientation
film etc. is large is given.

[0077] On the other hand, although the liquid crystal molecule has taken layer structure in the smectic C
phase, the Chevron structure to which the direction of a layer bent to the character type of ** with
perpendicular book-shelf structure or a certain inclination to the vertical substrate side as structure of the
layer, or slanting book-shelf structure with the inclination which exists similarly is known. It is known
especially that book-shelf structure will be stabilized by the ingredient system to which naphthalene
system liquid crystal, Pori fluorine liquid crystal, etc. were restricted, and it will be discovered, and
much smectic C liquid crystal has taken the Chevron structure or slanting book-shelf structure where the
layer inclined.

[0078] By the way, when structure with an inclination with such a layer is taken, in the case of the
Chevron structure, in CI orientation, C2 orientation, and slanting book-shelf structure, slanting book-
shelf 1 (NBS1) orientation and slanting book-shelf 2 (NBS2) orientation are similarly taken by the
difference in the inclination direction of a layer according to the direction of the tilt angle of a layer.

[0079] And since a defect arises on the boundary when two fields where the inclination directions of
these layers differ are intermingled, the technique for obtaining uniform orientation without a defect is
examined conventionally, and making CI orientation into dominance by making the value of for
example, a pre tilt high as the technique etc. is known.
[0080] However, the liquid crystal of this invention is carrying out abbreviation coincidence ofthe
average molecule location and uniaxial orientation processing shaft at the time of no electric-field
impressing, and since bistability nature is vanished and the monostable condition is made to discover,
enlarging a pre tilt angle extremely is connected with destabilizing monostable nature.
[0081] Then, in this invention, even if it is the own structure or same own orientation film of orientation
film, it is made to weaken orientation restraining force by adjusting rubbing reinforcement relatively.
And the stripe-like orientation condition that the very small field where the directions of a director of a
liquid crystal molecule differ slightly is intermingled is realizable by weakening orientation restraining
force relatively in this way. And in such an orientation condition, the orientation change by drive does
not arise, and a defective line is not conspicuous, and high contrast can be realized.
[0082] If distribution of the direction of liquid crystal part remaining cartridge REKUTA in the stripe
texture at the time of no electrical -potential-difference impressing is controlled within **10 degrees to
the average molecule shaft orientations of the whole component by adjusting orientation restraining
force suitably still in this way, high contrast can be realized more.
[0083] Here explains the stripe texture in this invention.

[0084] Drawing 6 is the mimetic diagram of the stripe texture of this invention. If polarization
microscope observation is carried out, in the liquid crystal device of this invention, the texture (pattern)
of the shape of a stripe like drawing 6 (a) in general will be observed. Here, the anay direction of this
stripe has gathered in the about 1 direction, and on the average, that direction is almost the same as the
uniaxial orientation processing direction gamma, or is arranged in the direction lambda shifted a little.

Although the direction n of a smectic layer normal exists at this time, when the phase sequence of liquid
crystal is an isotropic liquid phase-cholesteric phase-chiral smectic C phase or an isotropic liquid phase-
chiral smectic C phase, the direction's [ the uniaxial orientation processing direction gamma and ] n of a
smectic layer normal does not correspond from an elevated-temperature side.

[0085] subsequently, a direction dl which is mutually different in an adjoining stripe field as the
direction of average molecular anangement in a stripe is shown in drawing 6 (b) from an optical axis in
each stripe field, when this stripe texture is observed in a detail And d2 it is - things are observed.
[0086] And under polarization microscope observation, it may be checked by gap of the direction of an
optical axis between such adjoining stripe fields by looking that it is a stripes-like (shape of stripe)
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texture. The direction dl of molecular arrangement in such a very small field Although it exists with
dispersion in some with the whole component, as an average direction of molecular arrangement as the

whole component, it has arranged in the direction of d.

[0087] In addition, in order to acquire high contrast, it is desirable that the gap with the uniaxial

orientation processing direction gamma of a substrate and the average longitudinal direction lambda of a

stripe texture is 10 degrees or less, and it is desirable that the distribution d of the direction of liquid

crystal part remaining cartridge REKUTA in this stripe texture at the time of no electrical-potential-

difference impressing is less than **10 degrees to the average molecule shaft orientations d of the whole
component. Furthermore, it is desirable that the average longitudinal direction lambda of a stripe texture

and the 5 degrees or more of the directions n of a smectic layer normal have shifted.

[0088] Furthermore, in order to acquire high contrast, it is desirable that the layer tilt angles, delta of the

liquid crystal measured by the X diffraction measurement stated in the example mentioned later (angle

of the direction of a layer of a chiral smectic C phase and a substrate normal to make) are 10 degrees or

more and less than 35 degrees, and the X diffraction full width at half maximum of the liquid crystal cell

obtained by X diffraction measurement about the layer tilt angle delta within the component of liquid

crystal is 3 degrees or more.

[0089] As other means for on the other hand acquiring a uniform orientation condition all over a panel

Also not only in weakening relatively orientation restraining force which the orientation film gives but
the liquid crystal device which has equivalent orientation restraining force, for example As a means for

making an one direction equalize the direction of a layer normal, in the case of Ch-SmC* phase
transition Or the value of Vx and -Vx shown in DC electrical potential difference of one of the

positive/negative impressed between the substrates of a pair in the case of I phase (ISO.)-SmC* phase
transition, i.e., drawmgj. mentioned already, can be realized also by adjusting.

[0090] In addition, if the value ofDC electrical potential difference impressed in our examination is

enlarged, since the uniformity of the direction of a director of a liquid crystal molecule increases, the

size of a micro domain which are two or more very small fields where thresholds differ as the increase

of the homogeneity of the tilt angle of the layer formed by transferring to a chiral smectic C phase and a

result will become large.

[0091] And when the size of a micro domain became large in this way, dispersion arose in the gradient

display for every pixel performed according to the total of the area of a micro domain which changes
according to the value ofDC electrical potential difference to impress, and it became clear that it was in

the inclination to bring about deterioration of image quality.

[0092] Then, when the size of the micro domain which dispersion for every pixel does not produce was
examined and the minor axis of the smallest unit of a micro domain which has not a perfect circle but
the ellipse or the rectangle-configuration was 10 micrometers or less, it turned out that it becomes clear

that it is checked by looking that a gradation display is a continuous tone, and gradation dispersion for

every pixel by existence of a domain does not arise by this. Therefore, it is desirable to adjust suitably

the value ofDC electrical potential difference impressed so that it may become said domain size.

[0093] Since it becomes impossible to make an one direction equalize the direction of a layer normal
and may stop, fulfilling the property as a display device on the other hand when the value of DC
electrical potential difference to impress is made extremely small, it is desirable to impress preferably

the minimum electrical potential difference which can equalize the direction of a layer normal to an one
direction in each liquid crystal device.

[0094] Moreover, the chiral smectic liquid crystal used for this invention has that desirable whose phase
transition sequence is an isotropic liquid phase (ISO.)-cholesteric phase (Ch)-chiral smectic C phase or

an isotropic liquid phase (ISO.)-chiral smectic C phase from an elevated-temperature side. The example
of the desirable compound which constitutes the liquid crystal constituent used for below by this

invention is shown in (1) - (4).

[0095]

[Formula 1]
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Yi/2

Rl and R2: - the alkyl group XI of the straight chain which may have the substituent whose carbon
atomic numbers are 1-20, or the letter of branching, X2:single bond, O, COO, OOCY1 Y2 and Y3
Y4:H,Fn:0,or 1[0096-]
[Formula 2]

Rl-Xl~^V^ °°C"A~X2-R2

A

the alkyl group XI of the straight chain which may have the substituent Rl and whose R2:carbon atomic
number are 1-20, or the letter of branching, X2:single bond, O, COO, OOCY1, Y2 and Y3 Y4 H or F
[0097--] - • ,

[Formula 3]

Rt-Xi—A

—

{ J—Xa-Ra

--o-.o-.jotj--.-q>

the alkyl group XI of the straight chain which may have the substituent Rl and whose R2:carbon atomic
number are 1-20, or the letter of branching, X2:single bond, O, COO, 00CY1, Y2 and Y3, Y4:H, or F
[0098 — ]

[Formula 4]

Yl *2 Y3 y

The alkyl groups XI and X2 of the straight chain which may have the substituent Rl and whose
R2:carbon atomic number are 1-20, or the letter of branching: Explain the example of the gestalt of this
operation single bond, O, COO, OOCY1, Y2 and Y3, Y4:H, or below F,

[0099] (Example 1)
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(Production of a liquid crystal cell) The glass substrate of a pair with a thickness of 1.1mm which
rormed ITO 700A film as a transparent electrode was prepared. After applying the commercial
orientation film SE 7992 (the Nissan chemistry company make) for TFT with the spin coat method on
the transparent electrode of this substrate and performing predrying for [ 80 degrees-C ] 5 minutes after
that, heating baking was given at 200 degrees C for 1 hour, and the polyimide coat of 50A of thickness
was obtained.

[0100] Then rubbing processing by nylon cloth was performed as uniaxial orientation processing to the
polyimide film on the substrate concerned. The conditions of rubbing-processing were made into the
amount of pushing of 0.3mm, feed-rate 10 cm/sec, rotational frequency lOOOrpm, and four counts of
delivery using the rubbing roll which stuck nylon (NF-77ATeijin make) on the roll of 10cm of diameters.

[0101] Then, sprinkled the silica bead of 1.5 micrometers of mean diameters, it was made to counter as a
spacer on one substrate, so that the rubbing processing direction of each substrate may serve as anti-

obtained

,ParaUel) mUtUally
'

3nd the Cel (empty cel of a sinSle Pixel> of a uniform eel gap was

[0102] Next, in order to evaluate relatively the orientation restraining force of this liquid crystal cell the
liquid crystal which has the phase sequence ISO-SmA-SmC* considered for - shaft stacking tendency to
be weak as liquid crystal was poured ijLaUhe.lemperature of an isotropic phase, it cooled to the
temperature which shows a chiral smectic liquid crystal phase, and thefiq^uTd crystal device was created
and when the orientation condition in a room temperature was observed, good uniaxial orientation
nature was not obtained.

[0103] (Production of a active-matrix cel) It considers as the active-matrix substrate which has a-SiTFT
equipped with the silicon nitride film by using one substrate as gate dielectric film using the same
ingredient and same transparent electrode of conditions as the above, and the polyimide orientation film
and has the color filter ofR G B in one substrate, and the active-matrix cel (panel) of the pixel structure

'

shown in drawing 3 was produced. In addition, the screen size set 10.4 inches and the number of pixels
to 800x600xRGB.

[0104] (Preparation of a liquid crystal constituent) The liquid crystal constituent of the following liquid
crystallinity compound was mixed and carried out, and C-l was prepared. In addition, the numeric value

[0

"

05]

t0ge m the structure expression is a weight ratio in the case of mixing.

[Formula 5]
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C10H21— ^^-OCgH,7 11.55

^""O-O"0?^" 7.70

Wv-^y^y-OCCJln 7.70

CioHji-^V-Q-OCH^H,, 4.OO

below
hySiCaI "PrOPertieS PARAME_evenin8 of above-mentioned liquid crystal constituent LC-1 is shown

[0106] Phase transition temperature (degree C)
8 6. 3 6 1. 2 ) -7. 2

ISO - . SmC* — Cry

Spontaneous polarization (30 degrees^) :P s=2.9 nC/cm2 cone angle (30 degrees C): theta= 23 3
degrees (100Hz, ** 12.5V, Cellgap=1.4micrometer)
In the eel and active-matrix eel of a single pixel which were produced in the process of more than 20-
micrometer above, The whorl pitch in the layer tilt-angle SmC[ of delta (30 degrees C):21 .6 degrees ]

*

phase of * of a chiral smectic C phase, and a substrate normal to make (30 degrees C) • the above-
mentioned liquid crystal constituent LC-1 It poured in at the temperature of Ch phase and liquid crystal
was cooled to the temperature which shows a chiral smectic liquid crystal phase, at the time of this
cooling, processing which cools by impressing the offset voltage (direct current voltage) of -5V before

produced
tranSltion was Performed >

and the liquid crystal device samples A and B were

[0107] Evaluation about the following item was performed about these liquid crystal device samples A

[0108] 1
.

Polarization microscope observation was performed about the orientation condition of the
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liquid crystal of the orientation condition liquid crystal device sample A.

[0109] Consequently, at the room temperature (30 degrees C), it turned out that the stripe-like texture is

formed all over a eel by no electrical-potential-difference impressing. When the angle which the average
longitudinal direction and the uniaxial orientation processing direction of this stripe texture make was
measured, it was about 3 degrees. Moreover, when still more detailed observation about each stripe

texture was performed, it turned out that the maximum **** differ delicately in the field of the shape of
each stripe, and it exists with width of face of about 4 degrees as distribution of the maximum ****.

Moreover, the direction of a layer normal was equal to the one direction all over the cel.

[01 10] 2. the optical response liquid crystal device sample A by square wave impression ~ under a cross
Nicol's prism, to the polarization microscope with a photomultiplier, this sample A has been arranged so
that it may become dark field in the state of no electrical-potential-difference impressing about a
polarization shaft, and optical level was measured, impressing the square wave electrical potential

difference of 60Hz (**5V), and changing an electrical potential difference.

[0111] Consequently, when two or more very small fields which the molecule reversed to confession
voice appeared when the electrical potential difference of straight polarity was impressed, and applied
voltage was enlarged gradually after that, it was observed that the area of these very small fields

increases gradually. Furthermore, the optical response has checked that the halftone condition stabilized

without being dependent on a last condition was acquired.

[0112] Moreover, about 1/10 optical response in straight polarity electrical-potential-difference

impression of the same electrical -potential-difference absolute value was checked also to the electrical

potential difference of negative polarity, and it has checked that the halftone which did not depend for

the average of the optical response to the electrical potential difference of positive/negative on the last

condition, but was stabilized was acquired.

[01 13] Furthermore, since a stripe texture did not change when a square wave drive was performed
continuously, the stability of this orientation has been checked. In addition, the contrast at the time of
impressing square wave**5V is 90 (10-50 degrees C) or more, and can display good image quality.

[0114] 3. Image quality evaluation was performed using the liquid crystal device sample B which is a

active-matrix panel using the nature evaluation TFT of an animation. This nature evaluation of an
animation was considered as the subjectivity evaluation by about ten non-experts, and the five steps of
following scales (category) estimated it. The image used for evaluation chose three kinds (beige char **,

a sightseeing guide plate, yacht harbor) from the Hi-Vision standard image (still picture) of BTA, and
the 432x168 pixel for a core in it was started and used for it.

[0115] Furthermore, these images were moved with the constant speed of 6.8 (deg/sec) which is general
motion rate extent of a TV program', respectively, the dynamic image was created, and dotage of an
image was evaluated.

[0116] - Scale 5 - Good good quality of an animation and scale 4 that circumference dotage of each one
is not observed at all, but is sharp - - scale 3 which circumference dotage of a screen hardly worries ~
Circumference dotage of each one is observed and it is hard to distinguish a fine alphabetic character.

[01 17] - Scale 2 - Circumference dotage of a screen becomes remarkable and cannot distinguish a big
alphabetic character easily, either.

[01 18]- Scale 1 - Dotage becomes remarkable on the whole screen and a subject-copy image is almost
distinction impossible.

[0119] The output from the computer side of the image source at this time was made into a picture rate

(progressive) which scans 60 screens sequentially in 1 second.

[0120] First, the display by the side of the TFT panel (sample) performed the.display of 60 frames in 1

second, division did not make one frame two or more fields, but the frame reversal drive was performed.
Consequently, although it was [ some ], circumference dotage of a dynamic image was observed. When
subjectivity evaluation of this circumference dotage degree was carried out, it was three to about four in

the above-mentioned five-step evaluation.

[0121] Next, when one frame was divided into the two fields, a straight polarity electrical potential

difference was impressed in the first field, a negative polarity electrical potential difference (the voltage
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level of both the fields is the same) was impressed in the continuing field and it was made to operate by
frequency 1 20HZ substantially, it has practically sufficient brightness, and a flicker was not observed at
all, but the dynamic image with which circumference dotage is not sensed at all was observed, and the
ideal dynamic image was obtained. In the above-mentioned five-step evaluation, it was the level of 5.

[0122] In addition, when this evaluation was performed using general CRT, all the members used 5 and
the response used the TFT type liquid crystal display of this marketing dozens mSs by five-step
evaluation, it was as a result of [ about two to three ] evaluation in five-step evaluation
[0123] (Example 2)

(Production of a liquid crystal cell) The eel (the empty eel and active-matrix eel of a single pixel) of the
uniform eel gap of the same creation conditions as an example 1 was obtained except having made it

counter so that the rubbing processing direction of each substrate may be parallel (parallel) mutually.
[0124] The above-mentioned liquid crystal constituent LC-1 was injected into the eel of these single
pixel, and the active-matrix eel at the temperature of Ch phase, liquid crystal was cooled to the
temperature which shows a chiral smectic liquid crystal phase, and the liquid crystal device samples C
(eel of a single drawing system) and D (active-matrix eel) which impressed DC offset (-5V) at the time
of Ch-SmC* phase transition on the occasion of this cooling were produced.
[0125] When the evaluation same about these liquid crystal device samples C and D as 1-3 of an
example 1 was performed, even if the same behavior and same property as the liquid crystal device
samples A and B of the ******** example 1 were acquired and the direction of rubbing changed, it was
checked that the same condition is reproduced
[0126] (Example 3)

(Production of a liquid crystal cell) The eel (the empty eel and active-matrix eel of a single pixel) of the
uniform eel gap of the same creation conditions as an example 1 was produced.
[0127] Liquid crystal constituent LC-2 shown below were injected into the eel of these single pixel, and
the active-matrix eel at the temperature of Ch phase, liquid crystal was cooled to the temperature which
shows a chiral smectic liquid crystaTphlie, and the liquid crystal device samples E (eel of a single pixel)
and F (active-matrix eel) which impressed DC offset (-5V) at the time of Ch-SmC* phase transition on
the occasion of this cooling were produced
[0128]

[Formula 6]
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C^n-^V-Q-OC,^, 7.50

S.00

0

C^lfiH ^Hu 13.12

-NH ^ >C,H„ 13.12

39.76

c,<fti-0~O"°c^?ic81117 4 °°

below
hySiCal Pr°PertieS PARAME-evening of above-mentioned liquid crystal constituent LC-2 is shown

[0129] Phase transition temperature-(deeree C)
9 6. 7 6 2. 9 ) 6. 5

ISO - Ch -* SmC* — Cry

Spontaneousjoolarizat^n (30 degrees C) :P s=3.4 nC/cm2 cone angle (30 degrees C) theta= 24 7
degrees (100Hz,^TOv,Cellgap=1.4micrometer)
The whorl pitch in a tilt-angle SmC[ of delta (30 degrees C):16.5 degrees ]

* phase (30 degrees C) The
evaluation as an example 1 with 20 micrometers or more same about these liquid crystal device samplesE and F was performed.

y

[0130] 1. Polarization microscope observation was performed about the orientation condition of the
liquid crystal of the orientation condition liquid crystal device sample E. Consequently, at the room
temperature (20 degrees C), it turned out that the stripe-like texture is formed all over a eel by no
electncal-potential-difference impressing. When the angle which the average longitudinal direction and
the uniaxial orientation processing direction of this stripe texture make Was measured it was about 3
degrees. Moreover, when still more detailed observation about each stripe texture was performed it
turned out that the maximum **** differ delicately in the field of the shape of each stripe and it exists
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with width of face of about 3 degrees as distribution of the maximum ****. Moreover, the direction of a
layer normal was equal to the one direction all over the cel.

[0131] Moreover, there are very few point defects (considered the joint of the field where the tilt angles
of a layer differ) which cause optical leakage by Static (electrical-potential-difference condition of not
impressing), as compared with the liquid crystal device A mentioned already.
[0132] 2. When the same measurement as an example 1 was carried out, two or more very small fields
which the molecule reversed to confession voice appeared when the electrical potential difference of
straight polarity was impressed and applied voltage was gradually enlarged after that about the optical
response liquid crystal device sample E by square wave impression, it was observed that the area of
these very small fields increases gradually.

[0133] When it observed in the detail further about this very small field, it was observed that that very
small area size is about 2-3 micrometers. Furthermore, the optical response has checked that the halftone
condition stabilized without being dependent on a last condition was acquired. Moreover, about 1/10
optical response in straight polarity electrical-potential-difference impression of the same electrical-
potential-difference absolute value was checked also to the electrical potential difference of negative
polarity, and it has checked that the halftone which did not depend for the average of the optical
response to the electrical potential difference of positive/negative on the before-like condition but was
stabilized was acquired.

[0134] Furthermore, since a stripe texture did not change when a square wave drive was performed
continuously, the stability of this orientation has been checked. In addition, the contrast at the time of
impressing square wave**5V is 140 (10-50 degrees C) or more, and can display good image quality.
[0135] 3. Measurement (production of the eel for X-ray measurement) of the tilt angle of a layer next X
diffraction measurement of the tilt angle delta of the smectic layer of the liquid crystal in this liquid
crystal device sample E were performed. In addition, the eel for X-ray measurement was fundamentally
produced by the same approach as the above-mentioned except having used 80-micrometer thickness
glass (trade name

[ by Corning, Inc. ] micro sheet), in order to reduce absorption of an X-ray as much as
possible as a substrate.

- The approach (86 Japan Display Sep.30-Oct. 2, 1986, pp_ 456-458) announced by Clerks and
Lagerwall, or the approach (J. J.A.P., 27(5) (1988) pp.L725-728) of Ochi and others and the same
approach was used for the measurement basic target of the tilt angle of a layer.
[0136] Moreover, the measuring device made copper K alpha rays the analytical line using the X-ray

p r
Ct

I?

meter by MAC Saiensu"Sha of a rotating target method. Measurement of the interlayer spacing
ot liquid crystal applied bulk liquid crystal on the glass of 80-micrometer thickness and asked by
performing 2 theta/theta scan like the usual powder X diffraction.

[0137] Liquid crystal constituent LC-2 were injected into the^el for X-ray measurement produced
previously at the temperature of an isotropic "phase, and theTiquTd^ciystaTdevice was produced by
cooling slowly to a room temperature^ degrees C), impressing DC offset (-5V) at the time of Ch-
SmC* phase transition.

[0138] Then, the X-ray detector was set by angle-of-diffraction 2theta which obtained said interlayer
spacing, theta scan of a eel was done, and the tilt angle delta in a room temperature (30 degrees C) was
computed by the approach shown in said reference. Consequently, the broadcloth peak with the weak
reinforcement whose half-value width is 6 degrees was observed. It is thought that liquid crystal
constituent LC-2 have taken the slanting book-shelf structure where the tilt angle delta of a layer is 14
degrees, in the anti-parallel rubbing eel, and the layer which has a layer tilt angle with it since it is
broadcloth weakly

[ peak intensity ] is intermingled by this. [ the small homogeneity of a layer and ]

[ various ] In addition, this measurement result is shown in drawing 7 .

[0139] 4. The ideal dynamic image was obtained like the nature evaluation example 1 of an animation.
In the above-mentioned five-step evaluation, it was the level of 5.

[0140] Next, the example of a comparison is explained.

[0141] (Example 1 of a comparison)
(Production of a liquid crystal cell) The empty eel and the active-matrix eel were produced like the
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example 1, LC-1 was poured in with Ch phase, direct current voltage in offset voltage impression
cooling processing was performed by -10V, and the liquid crystal device samples G and H were
obtained.

[0142] The evaluation same about these liquid crystal device samples G and H as an example 1 was
performed.

[0143] 1
.
About the orientation condition liquid crystal device sample G, two fields (CI orientation and

C2 orientation) separated by the clear defective line were observed at the room temperature (30 degrees
C). These two fields are in the condition from which the maximum **** shifted the direction of rubbing,
and a little, and at least each maximum dark differs slightly. However, if a square wave is impressed in
this condition, it will cross on the outskirts from the boundary of two fields, and will change to new
orientation in an instant. Since at least the maximum dark of this part shifts from two fields observed
before square wave impression, degradation of contrast takes place.

[0144] 2. The optical response characteristic was measured, impressing the square wave of 60HZ(s) like
an example 1, and changing an electrical potential difference about the optical response liquid crystal
device sample G by short **** impression.

[0145] Consequently, when the optical response of the whole eel was observed, the optical response was
fully carried out like the example 1 at the electrical potential difference of straight polarity, and about
1/10 optical response in straight polarity electrical-potential-difference impression of the same
electncal-potential-difference absolute value was checked to the electrical potential difference of
negative polarity. On the other hand, when CI orientation and C2 orientation were observed according
to the individual, it turned out that the need electrical-potential-difference value for obtaining the
amount of transmitted lights with the more nearly same C2 orientation part is low, and nonuniformity
has arisen for every pixel.

[0146] 3. the nature evaluation liquid crystal device sample H of an animation - an example 1 - being
the same (120Hz drive by 60Hz drive and frame division drive) - quality of an animation in a active-
matrix drive was evaluated. When subjectivity evaluation of the circumference dotage degree was
carried out, it was 5 by the five-step evaluation category. However, on the whole, the display image was
whitish, and the badness of contrast was conspicuous.

[0147] (Exampl e 2 of a comparison)
(Production of a liquid crystal cell) The glass substrate of a pair with a thickness of 1.1mm which
formed IT0 700A film as a transparent electrode was prepared. After applying the polyimide precursor
of the following structure expression with the spin coat method on the transparent electrode of this
substrate and performing predrying for [ 80 degrees-C ] 5 minutes after that, heating baking was given at
200 degrees C for 1 hour, and the polyimide coat of 50A of thickness was obtained
[0148]

[Formula 7]
P o

Then, rubbing processing by nylon cloth was performed as uniaxial orientation processing to the
polyimide film on the substrate concerned. The conditions of rubbing processing were made into the
amount of pushing of 0.3mm, feed-rate 10 cm/sec, rotational frequency lOOOrpm, and four counts of
delivery using the rubbing roll which stuck nylon (NF-77/Teijin make) on the roll of 10cm of diameters.

[0149] Then, sprinkled the silica bead of 1.4 micrometers of mean diameters, it was made to counter as a
spacer, on one substrate, so that the rubbing processing direction of each substrate may be parallel
(parallel) mutually, and the eel (empty eel of a single pixel) of a uniform eel gap was obtained.
[0150] In addition, in order to evaluate relatively the orientation restraining force of this liquid crystal
cell, the liquid crystal which has the phase sequence ISO-SmA-SmC* considered for uniaxial orientation
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nature to be weak as liquid crystal with it being the same as that of an example 1 is poured in at the
temperature of an isotropic phase. When it cooled to the temperature which shows a chiral smectic
liquid crystal phase, the liquid crystal device was created and the orientation condition in a room
temperature was observed, it was observed that good uniaxial orientation nature is shown. As compared
with the eel for which the eel used in the example 2 of a comparison was used in the example 1,

orientation restraining force is considered to be strong with it being relative.

[0151] (Production of a active-matrix eel) It considers as the active-matrix substrate which has a-SiTFT
equipped with the silicon nitride film by using one substrate as gate dielectric film using the same
ingredient as the above and the transparent electrode of conditions, and the polyimide orientation film,
and has the color filter of R, G, and B in one substrate, and the active-matrix eel (panel) of the pixel
structure shown in drawing 3 was produced. In addition, the screen size set 10.4 inches and the number
of pixels to 800x600.

[0152] Liquid crystal constituent LC-1 was poured into each of these single pixel eel and a active-matrix
panel at the temperature of Ch phase, liquid crystal was cooled to the temperature which shows a chiral
smectic liquid crystal phase, at the time of this cooling, processing which cools by impressing the offset
(direct current) electrical potential difference of -2V before and after Ch-SmC* phase transition was
performed, and the liquid crystal device samples I and J were obtained.
[0153] The evaluation same about these liquid crystal device samples I and J as an example 1 was
performed.

[0154] 1. Although the maximum **** is in the condition which shifted from the direction of rubbing a
little and the maximum **** had gathered in the about 1 direction at the room temperature (30 degrees
C) about the orientation condition liquid crystal device sample I, two fields where the inclinations of a
layer differ were observed. If a square wave is impressed in this condition, it will cross on the outskirts
from the boundary oftwo fields, and will change to new orientation in an instant. Since at least the
maximum dark of this part shifts from two fields observed before square wave impression, degradation
of contrast takes place.

[0155] 2. The optical response characteristic was measured, impressing a 60Hz square wave like an
example 1, and changing an electrical potential difference about the optical response liquid crystal
device sample I by square wave impression.

[0156] Consequently, when the optical response of the whole eel was observed, the optical response was
fully carried out like the example 1 at the electrical potential difference of straight polarity, and about
1/10 optical response in straight polarity electrical -potential-difference impression of the same
electncal-potential-difference absolute value was checked to the electrical potential difference of
negative polarity. However, in two fields in which the inclinations of a layer differ, it turned out that the
need electrical potential differences for obtaining the same amount of transmitted lights' differed, and
unevenness has arisen for every pixel.

[0157] 3. the nature evaluation liquid crystal device sample J of an animation - an example 1 - being
the same (120Hz drive by 60Hz drive and frame division drive) - quality of an animation in a active-
matrix dnve was evaluated. Consequently, the dynamic image with which circumference dotage is not
sensed at all was observed. When subjectivity evaluation of this circumference dotage degree was
earned out, it was 5 by the five-step evaluation category. However, on the whole, the display image was
whitish, and the badness of contrast was conspicuous
[0158]

[Effect of the Invention] The liquid crystal equipment with which not only a high-speed response and
gradation_control are possible, but oriemation wasequipped with the liquid crystal device of_-table_and
high.contrast and this can be offered by performing uniaxial orientation processing or armature-voltage
control so that chiral smectic liquid crystal may be in the orientation condition in which the stripe
texture was formed, like this invention, as explained above.

[Translation done.]
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94«. m^&y-hmt%&8RZivfzwmiz&^
X¥- h«ffi2 2(C^- hM;kx*«B«ni$^y«ffii:

[0051] r^f^v h »J ^xl«2 Ofcfc

^T<i. B^«ffi9 5fc. iiyxW*.2\mzmihh.
iz&¥f%mm&3ottz£'?xt8m2 3 (y-hmm
2 2±<mmkimmmiit>ttt:m) zvmLtzm
mzx *) . tm%m ( c s ) 3 2 *j&?Bi4 9 tM5flc7)

}gTg»t^nTV>S. =Srt>. Z(r)m$<gaMm3 0(i-e

^0SB^€ISfc:J: 9««$^&

.

[0 0 52] 7^f'f/-7h ,JniS20OT
FT9 4&tfBSBS9 5±Wi?&a4 9^S[«0«®5r

*t*t$tUtSf6jlS4 3 a*^(t^>ixTtJ 0 . *T(6JS«4



2X^XS^6JK4 3b*»^l$/lTV^|>. 02&tf
03{C*^J:3&>'**;M8j£fcfcVvC. T9ta?-?Y
V7?.mL2 0tLT. Ztti&Si (p -Si) TFT

mbiZ^X^^. 04«03(CJjcf;<C*/l'<7)

B̂m^mrthmmsRifi(^imzmmx'i) 10

[0 0 54] tz*>x\ *m&<oBmizt5m,T?Tj
7-?b>)7xm))T-ii. mm-mmtzis^Tb&mi

K <0Utf05tCflctlF&tf 2F) fctfUU Ztll>

2 y < -W£&^T¥m£m*Lrtmizf5tt:m
iolzLX^i.

is&ftaig. *mm<mmtz)i^xiti/5WFTht 20

ft& :£7Ktim£lz&tt& 27 -r -WlzftMZtifzmz
r>^XWffit&.

[0056] C^-C. 05 (a) -BS£*B U:

tt. E^LTti 0 tz&7 <->umizy~h&G 1 , G
2-. G5*>\ 0»xtft^<jcegiK$*u y-h®iz
immmro ntzis^xm^y-hwaEvs^msa
S*U y-h«ffi2 2tcmEVg*JJltbO. TFT 9 4
m>vmt%z. 30

[0057] £i>\ ffioy- M8#gftS*iTV^8lia
fcffls-rs#S3«3]istoff tcay-hH2 2 t=s
flEtfirafc/yfTFTi 2ttiSiaa^ig (*7tt<S) fc&
O.^^xtriOToff€FtBr^R-<7)^-h»#g
iKSfrcy-hn&2 2 izy-hnsv girnimzti

[0058] as (b)tj. %mm<Dimim&{v
-xm.) fc9tira§iU>mEVs£jjct. ZLX. 05
( a ) TSjrfJ: 3 fcr#7 4 HTSJR^T o nTV

2 -. S5*^y-x«ffi2 7tc. Stewy-xftE
(tifWiifflE) vs (^6«e^*®«ffi4 2«mfi[

[00 5 9] ^^t, lyu-^mm-m-^y i

-IVY (IF) Ttt. 31SB*tC»i£*l6tfN8. fli.

tfjBi-*4*iicjEttzm&-m&&mzmz%wMm

tzi"<.ji:Vx<r>jEm&?)y-xnz (ffiWf^E) #

(6) ^2000-275685
1 0

[006 0] Z<7)\%. TFT94tf*>VmX-b&t:
*>. Jbiey-Am&2 7fcl^$it!>mEVx#KW
>mm2 8t:ftixwmm9 5izmsazti. ms&s.
(c 1 c ) 3 iftw*j$sji <c s ) 3 2fc5fcmafc5r$

[0061] m^x. mmmmcomtz-y-mmm
SJKHfaTo f f fctvCTFT94fcj;SJ£fii (*7#®>

1 c ) 3 l&tffmgfi (Cs ) 3 2T*liS«MtSTo

x*^$fis. ztuzxo. ^mmizismimiM
4 9tssi 7 <t-/vv 1 F^«3s^aLrmEvx*«gi

?«S (i§ji3fcS)

[ 0 0 6 2 ] z<r>t tw&nismmfi?- hit

>tmx osv^t^ m&w (auasfic 1 c ) 3

1

(Cs) 3 2tc?Em*^TL. y-h^

x. z<o£o%m&t&m-mcoKiztz^xiEmi$ti
£m?3f#fflSSfu 05 (c) <0«k3t3&a«4 9fc:i3J

an$ixs«£MV P i x^VxiO/J^^Vx'

[0063] i^tc:. ?gz:^7 -f-^H ( 2 f ) comm
STontll IB-C07 -f-;Ph* 1 F tJiffitt*ijrcH

®wtHa««Eev x y-x«E ( -v x

)

*5y-x«S2 7t9Jan3it^. tft94#
*>imx-b?), wmm&9 5izn&-vxtfwto2ti
mi&& (c 1 c ) 3 iRx/mm& <c s ) 3

2

fc5fcBa*3r?*u B*«ffiOSfi*HB«®^SBE-Vx

[0 064] ^3»?«ISTof f fcfeV^TTF

T94{±^^ff(3j-7«s) t^rSJtft, zfftftmsm

( c s ) 3 2-eji^?«0STo nx%Mztit:mmm

[ 0 0 6 5 j * ix . ssH*{cfcfts?sa)i4 9

2 <J07 H 2 F»J0£StrmE-V x*J8ttra§

fi) *^§^as. icot^i>^Sfc:?B^)jf?ga[^>*

c ) 3 (Cs ) 3 2(^^S*^TL.
-h^7?ii^^SS?«!Sfcx^
5.

[ 0 0 6 6 ] ZCOX 0 @ WfrfecOfofflzSi ->T

3t«$ii^S^f*^S$^ 05 ( c ) <DJ: olzm&M
4 9tc9«inSiismff«Vp i x*>'-Vxj:

VX' fcV^dtt^JRS.

[0067]-*. (d) tZTF&Xotm-yi-iVY
1 F-eot. vxtciet^i^^«® <m*f5ta)m
f>tl. SBZ7<-^H2F-CJi. -Vx* fciSt^P^i



1

1

ifi^t>tir. m&muT x x < . o uohz

[0068] tZ?>X\ ^J:3i7?f^7h!)?
XWbTU. ill vlVX*7^ y?1fo*^rM&?\\^
tz$&, mz&mm&izm^tzmw&s&^&t
%htmmz-wmx. *>si^i/»pgp^£. ^
]©§7£i£n&m-y * —)v h i f t fi^3®s*ft£ *#

&m-y <-/i>F2Ft,zttmiTmtmi,zftot:#>^ v$

ran$*{ 5 0%iaTfc=5: ,)AfS^a^St6i)Hftar 10

fsmm>Rmz%&. &-yi-juv2Ftzts
^x\m^f^m^^xi v+yrmmzj:
Si§3tfi*>*o(c<i^A,^v^-c. 7i/-A^^ftrco
m<r>mzmthnmm&zti&

.

[0069] z<r>i o «»s m-<mm om-
7 < 1 F b , ffiSg (S8-<7>ftg) <Oj&Z7 -
^K2FJ:9H«£Jgj£U Clfi^Piy •< -/P K 1 F

,

2 FT'**S®Ji||&6a<HBWfc«|i38<7)rtg<Dg&

ZZtWTZ. 0i>L<\S.&mg.<r)7 <-)VY<T)W&!iZ 20

[00 70] Sg(C. gS-AtfSeirM-yl'KlF, 2F

£*t&fctf>. ifc
B
H«4 9t:|||g(cQUn?^s«E*s3cS[

[007U ?^(c. ±Ecor^x-*y-7M;^xffiBi

XfVtot&Xotz^tUi. &-:M-;HUFfciHvc

[00 72] Srii. ^or^x-f^vhy^xigljUcJ:
himm^ii. m l KScfJ: d =&S3ftitf>g«8 1 a

,

81bi. -ftV>mmi&7 a. 87bfc£WU
77l ht«tO-*cOg«[«*^AM$^3t

l . flfc^iatzimrz 9ay^mmmikm^ 40

ti>-jjv>m&iztfmizmrti5m
mm&m?. w*>mz.8 1 a , 8 1 bwrtup—

a, 8 1 bO-*-(C^<i:t,R, G, B<7)*7-7-f

twimttztiy-ffii&^zhmm-f&z ttfx-z

[ 0 0 7 3 ] t £ ^-C. *f|BB<0?R^^(Ct>V\-C<i. 50

(7) ^2000-275685
1 2

X^h.
[0074] zzx\ znmsM&u.. wtf&miM

TjttiSftffi < ISO. )-3l/Xf'J7^ffl(Ch)-
ao**.x??"y?cffl (smc*) . ximumsi
fMBUSO. ) 7JlsX*71-,?cm (SmC
*) 5r^i><0T'fc&. SmC*ffi^g^c0^
K-ft^SfSK, IEflV^-«x*H7)DC«£Ei&9JftrtS

£fct\ 2^(7)m^<7>o^-^(omij^^iizSix..

J^H4iSSrfli€3-yx»/x ({>L<«-5-<0rtffl)

[00 75] ifc. £OJ:d^?ff lai&ffl^Sj|ia^{c

[ 0 0 7 6 ] -«t»4£^f,*18J^*ffl^7b-

[00 77]-*. X^^-f-<-/^Cffltc:t5^T?SS^

m±rmm^znLmmr^7^^yim.. i>l

M-yfuyjmik***) yymm^km^iuztt
®%X'38Z.LXmttZ>c\ti)<mL>tiXt5').

*?y-< v7cm&i*mim^tii'xy'a>imf>z^
\m*>7v 7is^yrnm:t^x^h.
[0078] tz\bx. z<7)£o%mtft>hm*fr?

ym&izti^xmmiz. mmmufortm^x*)®
nbrvfi/xtuyi (nbsi) mpit.mnf>y'y7>'
x;P72 (NBS2) ffi|6]£fc.&.

[ o o 7 9 ] -e-lt z\tit>m<oimimcom:& 2m.

eni^^rfco. ^co^mttxmmrvi-tuhcom.



(

1 3

^tlX^h.
1 0 0 8 0 ] U> L%tft>.

[0 081] *z?* *3MH(C4J^T{1, 5hV^Jg

mzmmf&ztwxzz. *lt. znxozmfotf.

co 082 j zatzzoxoiz^ mftmmjjzmKmm

£ti^mfrm)Tfo£MLx± 1 0 mizmm-rti 20

[0083] ^dT*^tfc{t5Xh7^7-x^Xf-

[ 0 0 8 4 ] m 6 i±*HHj|<7)X h 5 >f7f? X^--v -co

ti^ttiStf*- 4 >y ? Cffl-CfcS
li-«Slfi]«ia*(i] r i:XX 9 ?--/ 7Jfffitl^|6j n t tit

[0085] #WC\ C<9Xh7-rr-f?X?--\--$-ff
Wfcaait*:*£. zxvyj-rmmzmfhrnm

Xh74Trt<D¥%*H^:fr|6H±@6 (b) fc

[0086] *LT. £3LfcB#*-ixh5-f:r«K

(XYy^-rm 7-7xi-v-T't>&tW^2tm

X1£%=W£t>r>%m^XlP£thtf. *^£frtL

[0087] =5rij x iSn^h^Xh a

0 ^ffl2000-275685
14

'P&frfWPtil d fc« LT± 1 0 * &rtT'*>zzttw

[0 0 88] $^>fc, ©3>h7Xhi&#|,^«>t«.

&i&3&>m8fflft8 (ti4y>vxx9i--/?cn<njmj

ix&tytitcm&wvx&mv-im-

[0089] A-*/l^ffiT^3:E|6l#!S£itS

fc%-ft£-£Sfc#><7)#gfcLT. Ch-SmC*ffllE
^Olg, XliIffl(ISO. ) -SmC**B<^)iefc
-^toa^SfceUn^n^jEA^-f^voDcmE. BO

[0090] &i>. S^o«®ftfcv%TJ±9Unrr&DC

~Wmmtt&>\z.ii4y)\,X* ?cmzn&L
xm&ztii^coimnnzi-itffmL. t&skttxm

[0091] C<0J:dfcv^^oH^^>cW
4X#**<*4fc. 9«nrt-SDC«JE(0«t:j5tT|g
flrri, v>f9uym y<vm<r>muz.i6ixm>i\h

[0092] zzx\ B^rtcoart^^t^rv^

xittKmntyiKiimimzjmjiziiLx^z^
?vy*4 ytm-t^facmmfi 1 o/xmi3rpc*&*§

^isa**^ftp-r*s t sig^^i.

^

twww
u ztnzx*)Y*j ><vf?&££&Mmztmmtt

tKc^Zt tffrfr-ofz . Ltztf->X. I5IEH

m-t&ztim£L\,\
[0093] -2r, WiirtSDC«E«ofi^®sgfc:/h$

^<^c t). 2t^?tLx<?mi*mtiim:<%&
<ox. mL<n. *ti?ti<m&m=Hz}i^x®im

[0094] *mttzm^t>1XhiU y)VXX?



(9) 1^2000-275685
15 16

(ISO. ) -aUAT-Vv (Ch) -tjyfrX * ( 1 ) ~~ (4 ) iZ5frt.

^^»/^CfflXI±^tt?ff(«8(ISO. [009 5]

Rl. R2 :^*MflS*n~2 0TftSS^S^*L *n:0£*:ttl
T^TtJ:V^tta^/di^«c7)r^;l« [00 96]
XI, X2 O. COO. OOC [fc2]
YI, Y2. Y3, Y4 : HZWtF &

Ri-Xt—()—(j—ooc-a-:

Rl. R2:MI:il*Il~20t*iS^^L *Y1, Y2. Y3, Y4 : H^tliF
TVvf &J:V £tt#tt1fcD7VP*;l^ [0097]
XI, X2:M^ O, COO. OOC * [fl;3]

Y3

Rl. R2 :^l£7S#l~2 0T'*>Si3ag£#L

XI. X2:JjM££. O. COO. OOC
YI, Y2, Y3. Y4 : HtWtF
[0098]
[fc4J

Ri-X, X2-R2

Rl. R2 :^KfiR#l~2 0T'ASB&S£WL

&X1. X2 :m&&. O. COO. OOC
40 YI. Y2, Y3, Y4:Hi!tliF

[0099] (mami)
(ifcHrfe/KOftsJ!) SBB«ffifcLT7 0 0A<7)IT0K

fc. ^S«<^Wffi±t. Hf!£<0TFTfflffi|6lKSE

799 2 (B^fl^tU?) Srxeyn-hffitlO^
u 8ox:5<m<7)m&mft%~>tz®. 20

aso [o 100] ^v>r. ssaas±<6dfy>f s mizMi



(10)
17

•C-*JE|6j#Uit l/C-M oymzX 1 yf>^8UI£
tkLtz. y\:yy9m.<7^mi. Sl0cm«o-;W;
-Mv> (nf-77/^AS?) tm&bttyt'y
^o-;|/Jrffl»,\ #L&*g0. 3mnu i*9j&gl 0
cm/sec. IhHE&I 000 rpm N iSO0S:4IlIi:

[0101] mux. -*OS«Ui{cx^— LT.

(C«(6l$ it. aj-Sr-fc/Mf* x TO-fe^ (#B 10

[0102] £O B̂*;U0Efi^;>J$:ffl*tW

titi so-smA-smc* t^omimzirthm

Sffl^^aetr^LTjsas^f^jSL, Mat

[0 103] (T?r-<t7'?hV7X*:jUDim) ±M

{Hi.* a - S i T FT£Wf&T7x ^ 7V h >J 9

£f£f?U;. BBSlMXttlO. 44
V?\ H^a<J800x600XRGBtLJt.
[oio4] mmm<7>mm) Tmmmit^ii:
&£irmymv>Lc-it:m3&Lt:. mm.

[0105] 30

[fc5] *
8 6.3 6 1.

ISO - Ch
IMSOOIC) :Ps = 2. 9nC/cmi
?~yfi (30X) :0= 23. 3' (100Hz. ±
1 2. 5V, Ce 1 1 gap= 1 . 4<tm)

Jf«&#S (30t:) : 21. 6'

SmC*mT<Dt>itA,Kv1- (30*0 : 2 0xxmJ2Lh

V MJ ?X-fc/KCJ^ffltfMa#!|*|LC - 1 £C hffl^fi

•TiaS^T'^aiL. CKD&SkOlgK Ch-SmC*ffifi

[0107] i>^&Wi&m?Vy7/UA , B(C^V >T

.

[0108] 1. EisHit©

-OCwHj,

-0CH„-CK><

^2000-275685
18

-N

-N
V-Q-ocaiBCiH,

11-55

11.55

7.70

7.70

7.70

9.90

9.90

30.0

4.00

[0106] mw&m. (x:)
2 -7. 2

-* SmC* -»• Cry

[0109] -ecOfeSL £S ( 3 0"C) T1i. «Ba*9J
JnT-fe^ffiT-x h54 Tftfryr9x+v—tf&fSLZti
Xl^&ZtWftti^-ofz. Z\<r>XYy47*77 X^\—<T>

htm' Xhr>ti. it:. Ztl?tl<DXhy477-?
x+r-£^x2l£PfflfcWmZ?f%'>t:tZ?>.
zti?ti<r>x hy4r^^m^mmm^zw^
X&*). &S§t6iCOftl5tLXim4' <0tsSr#->T?Rt

X-HtolzZ^xutz.
[ono] 2. 'mmmsAzi. hK&«&
m&m^yr^Aiz^x. mvyTfrAttux-
^Tx'7*hv>[^-7-y4*-mmm.mmiz. m

ohz (±5V) co^mME^mmLxn&i^it^



1 9

[oii2] nm&vn&izttLThmmE®.
ft&<?>lEffiimE.(W}Ucr)ig,£<r) 1/1 0g£<D7&^j£g

tt®tc«ffi#-^r^L^^iaS*^^>^SCi:*^ 10

[0 1 13] ^LTS7t^i&£fr->*:fSL

IS^3yh7XK{i9 0JaJb ( 1 0~5 0 ,C) -C*9.

[0 114] 3. iSBSTifff

TFT£fflVvfcT?T-f 7*-? h 'J 7X'**tVX-bZ>WS,
^9->77PB£fflvvcH«iFtt£fT->*:. £<9»BW
fftiKi 1 0^gg^NtH^fcJ:S±SSttfc U TIB 20

5gfg^/ig (jjT-m-) x-mmvtz. mtz&mt

^3aS(Mfe^-k 3-yh/N-A
-) ZMV. *<?)<P<?)tt><(>&ftcr)4 3 2X1 6 8BS£

[0 1 1 5} £ft£><0B«£. af^fH'
Sffl^-«i«^&a[sgs-e*&6. 8(deg/s
e c ) <^%&j£Tm>ZitX®mmZftl8.U BtfcD

[oii6] • RkB - ffimcoffimx-ytfeKmiizti 30

-f^K0J:u^»^t»Bff
• RS4 BffiOEffltf^mfc^-^fcS:^^
•Rjg3- iiinB<0^ia^*<a^$n,
J3'JUtv\

[0117] • RS2 -BffiiOffiHtf^tfPgfcSr 0

,

[0118] • J^l-BB^fctf^tf^gifrO,
lIB&^fc^'fflJipFft
[0119] dOfc^cOB^y-Xconyei-^-ffl
*^aj^i. ltHgC6 0B®#£!««5eiE (TO/ 40

[0 12 0] £-f. TFT^;HH (-9">T/U) <7y^
(3. l#fSfc:6 0 7l'—A»^£frVK 171/-A£

fc. ^FtiiS)**5»B®^^3a0rJW«a
star. c^20rite^^±«»tt-rsfc. ±E5
SfBUMBT-3-4WSXh -> tz .

[0 1 2 1 ] <fcfc x l7l'-A£20<97-f-/l'Kfc:#

TflftttmE (B7<Wl^HO^EK;MiNt) fcW 50

(11) ^2000-275685
20

inLUSWKJ^&a l 2 0 HZT-Ui^$«:^ Hffl

m*i£<®tt>tiz^®wmi®mzti. wm%®
mmm^tuz. jj^5gp^mii5owwej>

[0122]^, zmtite-mzcRTtm^x

IRcDTFT^-f 7V)i£,FBT 4 xtw £Jflv >& fc 5 SPB
MiT2-3 SJS<7)Sfil^STJ> -> .

[0123] (5USW2)
(ffifrfeA'Offlt) ^-ffiRco^b'y^^mft-lfil^^K

[0124] £il£>»B5&?>te/K T?T<7-?h07
X-b;Kc±£?S^a^!85LC- 1 £C hf|<0i&gtti£A

oc*7t7h <-5v) imattzmm^yr^
c (mB^-t^) rt/d {TtTiyvhvrx-t

[0125] ztLt>m&m?v>7')i<c, Dtz^xm
imi(oi^3tmk<rmm*'*i~>iztc\?>^m
mtm 1 <nmia&v>Tfl,art/b tp^co^&tf

[0126] (mm3)

ttVXv/T'Ot/l' (mB^o^-fe/^^tftrr^-r-f

[0127] ^it^>#B*^-fe/P. T^r < 7*v h y ^
A^MZTBlZttfogymLynL C- 2 $C hfflcofijg

iSS^T^ait. Clt7)?#a^|gtC. Ch-SmC*M
^tDC5f7-fe-/h (-5V) SrBUflLfc^*^
yr/i/E ( Mmm<r>-t>v ) rvf (TfTiy^hv?
x±)\>) wmLtz.
[0128]
[^6]



-N
2 1

(12) ^2000-275685
22

t.

[oi29]ffle^iascc)

7.50

S.00

5.00

5.00

13.12

13.12

39.76

4.00

10

20

96. 7 6

ISO Ch
(301C) : Ps = 3. 4nC/cra' S

3-y^(30X:) :0= 24. 7* (100Hz. ±
12. 5V, Ce 1 1 ga P = l. 4um)
imft& (301C) : 16. 5*

SmC*fflTO^t'/f (3 01C) : 2 0jumjyjh

[0130] 1 . E|6j«SE

ME&S-fr&ofc. -ecotem. S3 ( 2 0*0 T'Ji.. *

2. 9 6. 5

- SmC* -+ Cry
ao 1 3 1 1 ifc, m£Ltim&m?At}mLxst
at i c (msmma^m v%MiicomEb%z&

[oi32] 2. tmmmizx
m^m^yr^Etz^x . mmmi tmmcomizz

tf^eLtimmcom^mm<tnm l . tomtoms.*

«<,ztmix^<zttmmztit:.
[0133] zm&mmtz^xz tummizwmt

tem^itftz£feuz*[smvmiffit>ti&z tifsm
X'Zti. tfc. nS&0)W±lz}iLxmtW±tme.
ff)j£wmsmm%^ff>i/iogjg<^^sg#«i
mtt. jEnnnstzm-zm^mw^mimiVi

Z1z.



(]

23
t o 1 3 4 i s hiz. muLxmBmm^n^tjR.

fe<7)ziyh7Xhiil4 0);j± ( l 0~5or) T$>

[013 5] 3. m<omncom

8 o umwuvx (

3

--yy^mms^ 1

W^oy-h) £fflvvfcjglftfct« S*WWifi^t|5|

JS(Japan Display 86, Sep. 3
0~Oct. 2. 198 6, pp_4 5 6—4 58) $>

SVMi^rt^^TS ( J. J. A. P. , 27(5)
(1988) pp. L725-728) i:IW);Jn££

[ o 1 3 6 j ttz. a^s<±®e*ri£«2ns?)MAc 2

Wit Liz. StalK^SSPicoffl^iy^^jflEfai&sOji/m

/ex^^y^^-yX^thtz.
[0137] MzfmLtzxm.mmtfi'zmfflmi
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